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Commentary: The results show a clear improvement in performance from 1997 to 2001, with 12 percent more 
teams scoring 50 or more, and 21 percent fewer teams scoring less than 30.

Countries of the World (Y4) Trend task

Team                                                                                                                      Year 4

 Knowledge of significant features of different countries.

7 green labels, 32 picture cards,recording sheet.

Questions/instructions:

Put  picture cards in numerical order before beginning 
activity (including names of countries).  Some numbers 
will be missing. This activity needs a fair amount of space 
so you may want to set it up on the floor.
Ensure microphone is where students are working.
Countries have their own special features.  For 
instance, New Zealand is known for Māori culture, 
sheep farming, beautiful scenery and kiwis, among 
other things.  In this activity you are going to work 
together to sort information on 4 different countries.
Place the ordered picture cards in front of the students.
I want you to sort and arrange the cards in lines 
that make sense.  As a group, talk about what 
you’re doing and why you are putting certain cards 
together.  Make sure everyone agrees with the way 
the cards are being arranged and where they are 
being placed.  You will see that there are numbers 
on the back of the cards, but these don’t mean 
anything for what you are going to do. You have 10 
minutes to do this.

When students have finished say:
Now I want you to arrange your cards into columns 
and rows so that they make sense both ways - across, 
and up and down.  Here are some labels to help you 
name your columns or rows.
Arrange the green labels in order A - G. Then put the 
labels in front of the students and allow time to sort.
If the students have trouble arranging their cards:
PROMPT: I want to be able to record what you’ve 
done on this sheet [show record sheet].

 
Record where the students have placed the green labels 
by writing the actual label on the recording sheet.
You may turn the sheet sideways if that’s how they’ve 
made their array.
Then have students help you make a record of the picture 
cards by having a student turn them over one at a time 
and read out the numbers.  Be careful to get the right 
numbers in the right rows and columns on the recording 
sheet.

Number of 
cards correctly 
placed:

Samoa:         6–7 51 (32)

                   4–5 28 (25)

                   0–3 21 (43)

Italy:            6–7 39 (30)

                   4–5 32 (27)

                   0–3 29 (43)

Japan:           6-7 45 (44)

                   4–5 37 (24)

                   0–3 18 (32)

India:           6–7 21 (17)

                   4–5 43 (28)

                   0–3 36 (55)

map:            all 4 95 (91)

flag:             all 4 94 (89)

school:         all 4 78 (64)

farming:       all 4 87 (68)

religion:       all 4 80 (64)

costume:     all 4 82 (69)

sport:           all 4 90 (81)

Total score:

               50–56 35 (23)

               40–49 43 (37)

              30–39 18 (15)

               20–29 2 (16)

               10–19 1 (5)

                   0–9 1 (4)


